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CDS Chicago Ranked Number One in eDiscovery
National Law Journal Names CDS Top “Best of Midwest” eDiscovery Provider in Two Categories

CHICAGO – The National Law Journal announced today that Complete Discovery Source (CDS) was voted the
number one eDiscovery provider in two categories in the 2016 Best of the Midwest Survey. This is the second
consecutive year that CDS has been nominated and ranked in this poll.

The regional survey of more than 1,000 legal professionals named CDS “Best eDiscovery Provider for
Collection, Processing, ECA, Review, and Production” and “Best eDiscovery and Litigation Support Provider.”
The results are announced in this week’s issue of the national publication.

Michael Milicevic, Managing Director of CDS Chicago, commented, “CDS is proud to be ranked number one in
the Midwest. We will continue to provide the expertise, resources and exceptional customer service that have
made us the national leader in electronic discovery for our clients in the region.”

CDS leads the industry by focusing on the core requirements of data discovery—creating a reliable, highly
secure environment for sensitive data and providing the expertise and workflows that use technology
defensibly—while providing clients with significant time and cost savings.

The full results of the National Law Journal’s “Best of the Midwest” survey can be found at
http://www.nationallawjournal.com/current-years.

About Complete Discovery Source
Complete Discovery Source (CDS) is a leading eDiscovery company, providing litigation technology and
hosting, advisory services, and managed services to support complex discovery matters. CDS is the first choice
of the Am Law 100 and Fortune 500 and is recognized as Best in End-to-End eDiscovery by the National Law
Journal and New York Law Journal. With a team of seasoned legal experts and technicians, CDS uses advanced,
tested, and defensible services and software to support all stages and types of eDiscovery. Supporting a
number of eDiscovery tools, CDS is an Orange-Level Best-in-Service Relativity® Provider and provides one of
the largest and highest volume footprints delivering that platform. CDS is headquartered in New York with
regional offices in Chicago and Washington DC. The company maintains highly secure ISO 27001 certified
hosting and SSAE 16 Type 2 audited data centers in the US and Europe.

Complete Discovery Source’s web site is http://www.cdslegal.com.
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